FROM VISION TO IMPLEMENTATION. WHAT IS NEEDED TO BRING FLR INTO ACTION?

MONDAY, 2 MAY 2022
FROM 6:00 PM TO 7:30 PM

32 African countries have pledged to implement Forest Landscape Restoration measures under the AFR100 since the formulation of a Memorandum of Understanding at WFC in 2015. Moving from vision to implementation and up-scaling, one of the major challenges is related to the availability of finance. This side event seeks to promote dialogue on how to connect AFR100 countries not only with suitable financial mechanisms that can support the implementation of their FLR strategies, but also with activities related to awareness raising and capacity building as pillars of successful implementation and up-scaling.

1 YESTERDAY: Presentation of 2021 AFR100 Monitoring Report
2 TODAY: Insights & learnings from current FLR case studies
3 TOMORROW: Scaled-Up Funding Opportunities for AFR100
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